
Part 1: Why do we use the materials we do?
Activity 1.1 It’s a material world
Activity 1.2 What is the property?
Activity 1.3 Metals and their properties
Activity 1.4 Rock to scissors 
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?
Have you ever 

played the game 
"Rock, Paper, 

Scissors"? 

Rock, Paper, Scissors

What to do:

Step 1
Look at each pair of images below 
and decide which combination would 
win the game.

Step 2
Record the reason for your choice.

Step 3
Share your ideas with the class. 

Step 4
Play the game with your group until 
you have a winner.

Discussion:

• What are the features of each item, 
and how do they help you win?

ROCK

SCISSORS

PAPER

IN THE GAME 
THE WINNER 
IS THE FIRST 
PERSON TO 
WIN THREE 

TIMES.

The features or 
characteristics of a 
material are called 
PROPERTIES.
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Activity type

Activity 1.1 It’s a material world DOWNLOAD e-NOTEBOOK

https://www.sciencebydoing.edu.au/download/0601010102


Materials – properties and uses

Discussion:

• Select one material from Step 1 and 
write down the properties that make 
it useful for its task.

• What are some other uses for this 
material?

Metal is used because it is hard and 
can be sharpened.

Click here to revise lab 
safety before doing the 
experiments in this unit.

Material Use

Metal to make scissors

Paper to write on

Example:

?
How are the properties 
of materials related to 

their use?

What to do:

Step 1
List five materials you see around 
you.

Step 2
Next to each material write down 
where and how each is being used. 

Example:
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Activity 1.1 It’s a material world! Continued

https://www.sciencebydoing.edu.au/curriculum/student/rock-paper-scissors/digital/part1/activity1


Common properties

What to use:

Six collections of materials have been 
placed about the room.

Each STUDENT will require:

• Science by Doing Notebook.

What to do:

Step 1
Move to the collection you have 
been allocated.

Step 2
You have three minutes to examine 
the materials and list the properties 
they all share.    

Step 3
Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until you have 
explored all six collections. 

 
Discussion:

• What properties can be used to 
group matter? 

Push it, Poke it, Prod it,  
Shake it, TEST IT!

  ?
What properties 
can be used to 
group matter? 
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Activity type

Activity 1.2 What is the property? DOWNLOAD e-NOTEBOOK

https://www.sciencebydoing.edu.au/download/0601020102


Properties

What to do:

Step 1
Draw a table with the headings 
"Property", "Description" and 
"Examples".

Step 2
Write each of the scientific words 
on this page under the heading 
"Property".

Step 3
Refer to the Glossary to find the 
scientific meaning from each term.

Step 4
List some of items you observed for 
each property under the heading 
"Examples".

Discussion:

• What have you learned? Identify 
the property represented by each 
group of materials in the previous 
activity.

VISCOSITY

ELASTICITY

DUCTILITY
LUSTRE

PLASTICITY

MALLEABILITY

HARDNESS

During this activity the class suggested a number of words 
to describe the properties of each set of materials.  
There are also scientific words to describe these properties.

Property Description Examples
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Activity 1.2 What is the property? Continued



Classifying samples by properties

NON-METALS

What to use:
Each GROUP will require:

• several samples of different metals and non-metals. 
• a simple electrical circuit with globe to test 

conductivity
• hand lens or dissecting microscope
• emery paper
• hammer.

Each STUDENT will require:

• Science by Doing Notebook.

What to do:
Step 1   
Carefully observe each sample. If the sample 
is not shiny try polishing it with the emery 
paper.

Step 2
Test each sample using some of the tests 
you learnt about in Activity 1.2. Include a 
test of whether the sample is able to conduct 
electricity.  Test what happens when you hit 
the sample with a hammer. Does it break or 
bend?

Step 3
Record your observations in a table in your 
Notebook. 

?
What makes metals so 

special?

Discussion:
1. Which group (metals or non-metals) had properties that were most similar?
2. Describe some of the properties that you think make metals very useful to us.

Properties Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3

Colour

Lustre

Malleability

Conductivity

Hardness/Strength

METALS
Properties Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3

Colour

Lustre

Malleability

Conductivity

Hardness/Strength
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Activity type

Activity 1.3 Metals and their properties DOWNLOAD e-NOTEBOOK

https://www.sciencebydoing.edu.au/download/0601030102


Our use of metals

Click here to explore further 
how metals are used.

Metals were such an important discovery in human history 
that the period before is often referred to as the ‘stone age’. 
This period lasted for 3.4 million years. Humans have only 
been using metals for around 5000 years.

How many metals can you 
identify in this everyday scene?

?
How do metals 
feature in your 

life?

What to do:

In your Notebook record all the places in 
this everyday scene where metals are used.

For each example identify the type of 
metal you think might be used, and why it 
is used.

Make a list of ways that our lives have 
changed due to the use of metals.
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Activity 1.3 Metals and their properties Continued

https://www.sciencebydoing.edu.au/curriculum/student/rock-paper-scissors/digital/part1/activity3


Click here to learn 
more about iron; where 
it is found in Australia 
and its manufacture 
into everyday materials.

?
Why is iron one of 
Australia’s most 

important substances?

In your flow-chart you should use the following 
terms: metal, shiny, mixture, alloy, liquid, solid, 

boiling point, mining, hard, malleable, alloy, 
manufacture, mold.

Use dot points in your 

flow-chart to summarise 

what you have learnt 

about each stage.

You have been investigating 
the properties of materials and 

how they relate to uses.

What to do:

Use a flow-chart to illustrate a 
simple manufacturing process: from 
rock, to iron, to scissors. Describe 
the properties of iron and any 
changes in its physical state.

Flow-chart
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Activity type

Activity 1.4 Rock to scissors

https://www.sciencebydoing.edu.au/curriculum/student/rock-paper-scissors/digital/part1/activity4
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1Our world is full of many different objects and materials that have a range of different properties.

The properties of a material refer to a range of features that determine how it looks, feels and behaves. 
Different properties make different materials useful in different ways. 

Metals are a special group of materials that have several properties making them particularly useful to us.

DOWNLOAD LESSON 
OUTCOMES CHECKLIST

Summary
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https://www.sciencebydoing.edu.au/download/0601990302
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